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There's Money in the Middle!Like making deals and earning money but don't care for the daily
grind?Then consider becoming a middleman--the wholesaler--who buys goods in volume from
manufacturers and sells them to retailers for a profit. The experts of Entrepreneur deliver a step-
by-step guide that shows you how to start a thriving wholesale operation, specializing in any
industry--and running it from the comfort of your home. This guide will reveal how to:Establish
your business and get fundedUse market research to find the right niche for youPartner with the
right manufacturers and retailersPromote and advertise your businessYou'll also gain valuable
insights from practicing wholesale distributors and get sample forms, checklists, and worksheets
to guide you through the startup process.
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read this book. I am delighted that you have made a commitment to explore the world of
wholesale distribution. If you’re new to wholesale distribution, let me briefly explain. A true
wholesale distributor acquires products from factories and ships them to retailers at wholesale
prices. Factories are masters of product manufacturing, while wholesale distributors are sales
and distribution experts. Factories can work with internal salespeople and handle their own
wholesaling. Some factories prefer to deal with third-party wholesalers, which allows them to
move product out of their facility quickly and assign the sales and logistics work to someone
else. Other product makers have both internal teams and work with distributors.I know these
relationships and this field well. Starting in 1988, I owned a company that managed a busy
warehouse with over 6,000 stock-keeping units. From 2001 to 2008, I traveled the world while
educating businesses of all sizes on the use of eBay as a wholesale distribution platform (yes,
you can sell pallets and truckloads on eBay). I later worked for Freeman, one of the largest
logistics companies in the world, helping wholesale distribution companies. For many years now,
I have had the honor and privilege of supporting licensed product development for Kathy Ireland
and her company kathy ireland® Worldwide. Kathy went from “the beach to the boardroom” and
her brainchild kathy ireland® Worldwide now designs and develops consumer products that are
distributed to an incredible number of retail stores, reaching over 60,000 storefronts. For over 30
years, I have been involved in every facet of wholesale distribution. I’ve seen operations as small
as a bedroom and warehouses as large as Hangar 51 (the endlessly massive fictional storage
facility seen at the end of Raiders of the Lost Ark).Not only have I been fortunate in business, but
I have also sent the elevator down to educate thousands of eager learners who sought out my
business expertise. This (and every business) requires focus, patience, and discipline. As a
Navy veteran, I developed these three skills to the level of mastery.So, why get into wholesale?
Becoming a wholesaler is a great way to make money. Wholesalers with solid sales and
business skills will score the best deals from manufacturers and good prices from buyers—but
these skills are not innate in the average person and can be learned.Why Now?Things have
changed a lot since I typed up my first wholesale invoice back in 1988. I used computers back
then, but they didn’t connect to the internet. People did a lot of work over the phone, and long-
distance calls were very expensive. Now, it’s easier and cheaper to start a company than it was
in the past. Work is untethered, and people meet digitally. The ubiquitous use of email gradually
sent millions of fax machines to landfills. Entrepreneurs have learned to do way more with far
less. A wholesaler can work in their Iron Man slippers while a warehouse worker at Ebook Tops
palletizes and ships their customers’ orders by truck. Shared resources have become the norm.
Fewer companies own their own vehicles. More companies seek out shipping discounts using
apps and sites. Alibaba, Ebook Tops, and other massive companies make product sourcing and
price transparency instantaneous.In addition, there’s an endless number of product categories
that open up the opportunity for you to start a wholesale distribution sales business. While



having working capital can never hurt, strong relationships with factories will allow you credit
terms to score sales before the bill comes due. Manufacturers struggle without strong
distribution networks, so being in the wholesale business isn’t brain surgery. Learning this trade
and working hard will bring you to the front door of success.The companies that buy from
distributors depend on the expertise of those distributors. Factories are busy and typically can’t
give the proper focus to every retailer. When territories are divided and covered by multiple
wholesale distributors, expanding into global markets becomes a reality. Wholesaling or
distributing isn’t limited to bulk sales to retailers. The array of customers includes professional
business users (large companies) and commercial, institutional (such as hospitals), and
industrial buyers.Opportunities Are EverywhereThere has never been a better day than today to
start a wholesale distribution business. You’re never too young (I formed my first corporation
when I was 18 years old), and you are never too old to become an entrepreneur. You do need grit
—courage, resolve, and strength of character. You’ll also need to conduct yourself with integrity
so that people will trust you and want to work with you over and over again. So, what are you
waiting for?While you may elect to work directly with cross-border factories, most of your buyers
will be within trucking (or train) distance from you. You might fly things to your buyers if they are
light and really expensive—or perishable (such as baked goods or live lobsters), but it is likely
that most of what you will do will occur on your own continent. There are millions of dollars to be
earned in just your local trading area and billions of dollars’ worth of commerce awaiting you in
your own country. The future looks very bright. In the time I’ve been in business, America added
78 million more people. That’s 78 million more buyers of cars and car accessories, food, sporting
goods, fashion, books, movies, collectibles, art, toys, health and beauty products, electronics,
business and industrial equipment, and so much more.Imagine the business opportunities that
unfold for just one product. A single car has about 30,000 individual parts, considering
everything that it takes to make a car, down to the very smallest fastener. The bestselling
American car is the Toyota Camry. You read that right—the Camry is an American-made car
that’s assembled in Georgetown, Kentucky. The Camry is the most “American-made” vehicle.
The American-made index factors the percentage of domestic parts content in a vehicle, where
it’s built, and how many are sold. That means a plethora of factories in the good ol’ U.S. of A. are
designing Camry parts, tooling their factories to make those parts, and pumping out the very
components needed to put these Camry vehicles together. What if a new player wants to break
into the business of selling to the Camry assembly line? That company will need a wholesale
distributor to break the ice, wine and dine the purchasing agent, and manage the paperwork
after scoring a big purchase order.Profits must be top-of-mind for every businessperson. When
you start a new business, focus on a few things and do them well in order to become profitable
as quickly as possible. Profit is necessary to avoid bankrupting your business. You need not be
the best—in truth, you do not need to even be great at all—just consistently good at what you
are doing in order to maintain a business from inception to long-term profitability. I achieved this
by being consistent and sticking with my plan and my process. If you’re panicking about the



riptide of competition that will pull you underwater, nothing could be further from the truth. As the
population continues to grow at a stellar clip, your opportunities are increasing at a phenomenal
pace. Sleep soundly tonight because the role of the wholesale distributor is assured now and far
into the future. We will not see obsolescence set in, and extinction will not occur for this business
species. Factories flourish at making products and will continue to rely on the expertise of
distributors to act on their behalf in handling the rest of the product journey after it leaves their
facility. While the Camry has thousands of parts, you could start a profitable business selling
something as focused as O-rings—a gasket that seals two parts (such as hoses) together.What
to Expect in This BookThis book is a primer—a nitty-gritty blueprint for running a wholesale
distribution business. It takes you step by step through the entire process of setting up your
business and making it a fantastic success. If you think you’re already an expert on what’s
covered in any particular chapter, feel free to skip that chapter. It’s all here—the nuts and bolts of
starting and running your own successful company. So have a seat, whether it be at your kitchen
table or the desk in your 100,000-square-foot warehouse, and read on. In this book, you will
find: An introduction to the wholesale business and tips on structuring your company My
recommended methods for researching your market and bringing your plan into focus Proven
ideas for raising startup capital and managing your money Ways to approach sourcing and
inventory management Time-tested blueprints for optimizing operations and
staffing Marketing methods that accelerate your business and propel sales forward And
some sage wisdom from wholesale and industry expertsThis book is a wellspring of knowledge
that’s been distilled down from my three decades of wholesale experience as well as ideas
shared with me from other wholesale distributors (as well as manufacturers and other people in
business) along the way.In my long business career, I’ve enjoyed excellent fortune in trading
wholesale and have bought and sold enough goods to fill a container ship several times over. I
have also consulted to wholesalers large and small, helping to elevate their success in this
flourishing industry.I welcome you into my circle of friends. Please feel free to write to me with
your very own tips, ideas, and personal success stories. Know that I am accessible, and I
welcome interaction with you. Not only can you find me on social media @borntodeal, but you
are always welcome to email me at borntodeal@gmail.com.You have begun a unique and
fascinating journey, and I’m honored to be your guide through this valuable educational
experience. We’ll have plenty of fun working together as I show you the ropes. With your
enthusiasm and a bit of patience and determination, you too will be operating your very own
wholesale distribution empire. You will become your own boss. It is time to claim your piece of
this growing opportunity.CHAPTER1 Introduction to Wholesale DistributionCommerce has been
around since antiquity, and at that time, people traded surplus livestock and products in barter
transactions to acquire animals and goods they lacked. Barter was first recorded in ancient
Egypt. Later, money became the primary medium for trade. Today, many folks still barter (in an
effort to dodge the tax bite from the government), but most wholesaling involves currency.
Wholesalers have a unique position in the markets they serve and engage more intimately with



retailer customers than the factories they serve.A factory has a limited number of products it
produces. It takes time to design and build products. Some factories have internal sales teams.
For other producers of goods, dealing with the sales cycle is a distraction for the core business
of design and fabrication.Wholesale distributors, on the other hand, are nimble, immune to the
costs associated with trying out new product lines, and can amortize their sales costs across
more products than factories. This is the reason manufacturers prefer to delegate the financing
and distribution processes to wholesalers.So, that’s good news for anyone who wants to start a
new wholesale business. While the five-year survival rate for startups is just over 50 percent on
average, do not be alarmed by that figure. I see the cup as half full. I have been in business since
1988, and based on my observations, most business failures are preventable by applying
success models and common sense. Undue expectations and lack of grit account for a notable
number of quitters. For example, if you’re stubbornly insistent about facing off against big-box
retailers, stop now and move on to another book—that will not work. A niche business and a
novel approach is what you need.In fact, you’ll discover that finding a niche is the best way to
make a name for yourself in wholesale. You can’t be all things to all people, so specializing will
be essential to making your mark on the industry. What could be the ideal niche opportunity?
Think of products that are purchased by people who have disposable income to spend on stuff.
For example, horse owners will pay top-dollar for unique equestrian-related items such as
apparel, accessories, and tack. Hunters spend huge money on decoys, supplies, and gear. The
car enthusiast is always tinkering with their classic vehicle and needs replacement parts.The
National Association of Wholesale-Distributors (NAW) boasts that the wholesaler-distributor
business activity represents 29 percent of GDP. That’s a compelling reason to venture into your
own business and I’m going to help you elevate your understanding of this opportunity. Whether
you want to dabble or are ready for big-time wheeling and dealing, there’s room for you in
wholesaling. Whatever your individual situation, whether wholesale freshman or longtime
veteran, you read this far because you are looking for something—a revelation of some sort.
While it is impossible to write a book that consistently delivers a steady stream of knowledge
previously unknown to you, I hope that you find value here and that you feel your investment of
time in reading is well-spent. In this chapter, I will walk you through the landscape of the
wholesale industry and introduce you to some of the major players you’ll meet along the way.
Let’s dig into how the system works, and learn what it means to become a distributor (that’s
you!).Envisioning Your BusinessStart putting on a different thinking cap when you venture into
wholesale. The customer experience and expectations must be aligned well with the nature of
the work. High-margin retail transactions at scale warrant technical and customer support.
Retailers cope with defects and buyer’s remorse returns. When trading in the lower-margin
wholesale world, the factory needs to be responsible for technical and customer support unless
they contract with you to handle these interactions (as an additional concession, and hopefully
for an additional fee).Manufacturer’s wholesale pricing will reflect the level of support they offer.
A high-pressure processing plant (HPP) that cold pasteurizes will offer little or no return options



for their goods since they are nondurable, perishable food products. If the retailer can’t sell the
HPP baby food, they may want to return it to you for credit or refund, but you’ll have no recourse
to send it back to where it came from. While moldy cheese can be resold (the blue kind), moldy
lettuce cannot! Your terms of sale must be relevant to the goods sold. A defective microwave
oven will need to be managed by the factory under a published warranty, but who deals with
cosmetic problems such as a misprinted product label? It can become murky, and you have to
consider all these possibilities when striking deals with producers of goods and your
customers.While you must serve your customers honestly and fairly, you cannot offer razor-thin
margins, liberal returns, interest-free financing, and free delivery. Where newbies fail is when
they offer low prices and terms (financing of the order). When the payment doesn’t arrive in the
promised 30 days, you’re scrambling to cope with the lack of working capital. Worse yet, the
customer takes 45 to 90 days to pay and you find yourself cash-starved and at the cliff’s edge,
on the brink of going out of business.Deciding What to Sell and How to Sell ItYou need to
address the approach to picking winning industries—where you’ll trade—which can and should
be a constantly evolving topic. Wealth-producing ideas require a simple approach, which is a
focus on transparent industries that are easy-to-understand and that have durable competitive
advantages. For example, I would be highly allergic to the idea of trading in tablet computers that
work on open-source operating systems because the marketplace is saturated with them, the
margins are extremely low, and customer tastes lean toward known brands. The tablets
themselves may not attract me as a business opportunity; however, I would be open-minded
about large-scale purchases of tablet accessories. Cases wear out, chargers are left in
rideshares, and cords fray—the demand for accessories is always steady, and I do not predict
any dramatic change in this demand anytime in the future.I love business. My passion is making
deals. Deciding what you’re going to sell is a million-dollar topic. Let’s talk about something I
know a little about. California is a leader in agriculture, dairy, and meat production. The world’s
appetite for dairy and meat (especially beef) generates a lot of … well, you know … manure.
Someone has to wholesale tons of the stuff to farmers who use it as fertilizer. Not everyone loves
to deal with manure. I’m doubtful anyone even likes the idea of handling the stinky stuff, to be
candid. My point is you may find an opportunity in undesirable industries.I’m naturally a curious
person, so I find joy in all kinds of businesses. I’ve successfully wholesaled many products
including office supplies, baked goods, vehicle parts, and sundries.Humble conviction and an
open mind will lead you toward the answer to the question, “What should I sell?”When
determining what you’ll sell, you also have to decide how you’ll reach your customers. If you plan
to deliver products regionally using your own vehicle, then you’ll be trading with stores—many
that don’t do business online. According to Ebook Tops’s 2018 annual report, nearly 90 percent
of retail remains offline in brick and mortar stores. I have spoken with many retailers young and
old, and there is a thirst for the “old ways” of doing business. Some people just prefer to deal with
a person and not a computer. I know many people, (a few I consider good friends) who rarely
touch a computer or phone. I know a 92-year-old computer expert and a 27-year-old who



dislikes anything with a microchip. There’s ample opportunity to trade with independent retailers,
and this will be one sweet spot for trading. People skills will always remain a competitive
advantage for you.tip If you’re not comfortable talking with people, then consider joining the
local chapter of Toastmasters. They will help you gain the courage to speak one-on-one or in
front of a thousand people.Items that don’t do well online may present bigger opportunities for a
startup, e.g., gourmet ice cream, craft beer, and local produce.There is no question that
ecommerce sales are growing; however, unless you have nerves of steel, you’ll find the margins
painfully low and the volume required to make profits extremely high. I speak to you about this
having been involved in ecommerce since 1999. If you are able to pick, pack, and ship individual
retail orders for your ecommerce buyers, it may become profitable; however, the landscape is
highly competitive, that competition grows by the hour, and it will only get worse. I use the word
worse because I see the cutthroat world of ecommerce wholesale firsthand, and it’s bloody out
there. Factories are selling directly to consumers—either themselves or through wholly owned
subsidiaries. This is an additional headwind that will challenge someone like you standing in the
middle between a producer of something and the ultimate user of that something.Here are some
ways to uncover what you could sell: Get inspired by products you admire and count on in your
daily life. Look around you—are there unique opportunities in your community? Talk with people
you know—do people in your orbit have wholesale trading ideas? Ask older, more seasoned
successful wholesalers to guide and mentor you. Become a social media voyeur and study
what people are talking about—what products are they bragging about and loving? Check out
the headlines—what’s the latest and greatest? Subscribe to popular magazines and see what
the stars are wearing, drinking and eating—look for trends and for what fans may be
buying. Read the Form 10-K for the top public companies and see what’s working for
them. Engage in business scuttlebutt—speaking with retailers, looking at their shelves and
asking what’s in-demand and what’s not selling, and talk with others in the industry to feel the
pulse of what’s going on.Deciding what to sell requires intuition, fact-finding, and heart. You can
achieve success by identifying the goods that are sold in department, high-volume, and
specialty stores—all of which could make up your customer base once you open the doors of
your wholesale distribution firm. Walk the floor of these stores, and speak with managers and
store employees. Have a list of questions ready. “What is your process for considering new
vendors?” should be included among them.The Distributor’s RoleDo you ever wonder what gave
rise to the person in the middle between the manufacturer of goods and the ultimate end user—
the person we know as a distributor? Let’s explore that by discussing a product as ubiquitous as
lubricating motor oil. Oil for use in vehicles is refined from crude oil, formulated (sort of like a
chemical soup), quality-tested, and then packaged. Retail and bulk motor oil are then
wholesaled to stores and repair shops—and the motorist purchases the oil as part of an oil
change service or in the form of retail packaging. Larger repair shops buy 55-gallon drums of the
stuff and independent service stations purchase cases of quarts or five-quart jugs. In between,
there are wholesale distributors who support the needs of the refiner (a factory of sorts) in



placing their oil in the hands of customers.In some industries the situation can be more
complicated—take toys as an example. Some toy manufacturers may only sell directly to
retailers. Others sell using a wholesaler to bring products to smaller, independent retailers while
selling directly to big chain stores. In the world of discount toys, off-price distributors acquire toys
that didn’t hit big in chains but that would do well at flea markets and in independent retail
shops.Let’s take a look at some of the most common types of wholesale distributors.Merchant
wholesalers buy large quantities of products and store them. These companies then resell
smaller quantities to retail, industrial, commercial, institutional, and other (smaller) wholesale
buyers. Merchant wholesalers can be known by different names depending on the flavor of their
services. Industry terms for merchant wholesalers include: Assembler Distributor Exporter
Industrial distributor Jobber Supply house WholesalerAgents, brokers, and commission
merchants work out deals on behalf of their clients but rarely (or never) take possession of the
goods. Because there are often tax consequences to possessing inventory, wholesale
distributors may work out the paperwork in such a way as to be viewed as one of these “non-
title” product sellers, but many have warehouses where goods are stored and then sold, with the
factory being the seller of record. Compensation comes in the form of commissions, and risk is
lower because someone else has a substantial investment in the inventory.Some are retail
distributors, who sell directly to consumers (end users). Others are known as merchant
wholesale distributors; they buy products from the manufacturer (or another source) then move
them from their warehouses to companies that either want to resell the products to end users or
use them in their own operations. In years past, it used to be divisive for a wholesaler to also
trade directly with consumers because it would stir up resentment with the retailers who felt that
the wholesaler could retail for less and cannibalize the retailer’s opportunity for
sales.Manufacturers’ sales branches and offices are wholly owned by the maker of the goods.
Sometimes these are legally separate entities for tax and liability purposes. These outfits focus
on selling their own product, but it is not unheard of for them to operate just like any other
wholesale distributor—selling goods from other, noncompeting manufacturers.No matter what
type of distributor role interests you, there are good indicators that the growth potential is strong
and steady even in light of how the changing political landscape affects the industry. The NAW
reported $6.01 trillion in wholesale business took place in the U.S. in 2018, with 7.5 percent year-
over-year growth. Each of these high-level product categories is ripe for business opportunities
and profit. Certain industries will expand faster than others. Consider the growing need for
something as essential as disposable hypodermic syringes and injection needs for medical
applications. As the population ages (and more people engage in routine vaccination), medical
supplies manufacturers and their wholesale distributors are looking forward to growth. Which of
the millions of product lines interests you? You can see in Figure 1–1 the product categories that
are flourishing—and clues to help you choose which industries to consider as your starting point
in your journey to become a wholesaler.FIGURE 1–1: The 2018 12-Month Moving Wholesale
Goods Totals Reported by NAWMcKesson is among the largest California wholesalers of



pharmaceutical and medical supplies. “How in the world can I compete against someone that
big?” you ask. There is beauty in smallness. Even in spite of the growth of HMOs and big
hospitals, the individual medical practitioner is alive and well. These small medical offices need
personalized service for everything from exam gloves to recovery beds. These are ideal
customers for smaller, nimble wholesale medical supplies distributors that offer high-touch
concierge service. At this level, the distributor is an extension of the medical office, acting as the
de facto purchasing agent—a job title a huge hospital can afford to fill but that a smaller medical
office cannot.Wholesale purveyors blur the lines between retailers and wholesalers. Club stores
are a good example, as they permit the end user to shop their aisles but also engage in a brisk
trade with wholesale customers (restaurants, convenience stores, etc.). Commerce, California-
based Smart & Final is a chain of warehouse-style food and dry goods stores founded in 1871
that does a ton of wholesale business and is equally successful within the same locations selling
to retail customers. If you can trade profitably, why not?The type of wholesale company you
ultimately become will depend on your appetite for a particular path. You may decide to operate
a: Business-to-business wholesale distribution company that buys in large quantities and sells
to retailers. Business-to-business brokerage that works on commission and represents one or
more factories or larger distributors—known as a manufacturer’s representative or business
broker. Business-to-business wholesale distribution company that consigns, takes possession
(but not title) of goods, and pays for them at the moment of sale or shortly thereafter. Business-
to-business wholesale distribution company that also operates a hybrid operation selling directly
to the end-use customer.What to ExpectWhere do you want to start? Please do not throw
caution to the wind. Let’s mitigate risk with some sage advice: I’d recommend that you broker
some deals before investing your own money (or that of a bank or investor). There are several
ways you can test the wholesale waters before signing a warehouse lease. For example, you can
work on commission a few times doing wholesale work for someone else and see where that
leads you. Or you can try consignment—i.e., the selling of goods without actually paying for
them until they are sold. There is a blurry line between consignment and drop-shipping. There
are some legal and tax nuances to consignment. Consignment is not an additional type of
wholesaling, but rather a way to avoid getting stuck with goods while being afforded the
opportunity to make a sale. You’ll receive different explanations of consignment, depending on
whom you ask. A consignor lets you take physical possession of their product but retains legal
title and the right to take it back within a specified timeframe if unsold. I favor consignment. I’ve
sold tons of goods by consignment. While not a hard-and-fast rule, someone willing to consign
has tried other means of selling their product and was unsuccessful. Consigned goods will tend
to lean toward closeout and discount categories; however, there are billions of dollars to be
made in closeouts. With nearly 400 locations and over $2 billion in sales, 99 Cents Only Stores
are just one potential buyer of extremely low-priced wholesale merchandise. Like every savvy
retailer, they are looking for wholesale deals to fill shelves.Drop-shipping, however, is more akin
to brokering. You order the product and have it sent directly to your customer. That’s not ideal



because then the customer list is revealed and even the largest, most accountable company can
spring a leak and your valuable accounts are stolen. I love consignment but do not love drop-
shipping for that very reason. Consignment arrangements always permit the return of unsold
goods, but a drop-ship order may be nonreturnable or a restocking fee may apply.As for what to
wholesale, I recommend nondurable goods over durable ones. Durable goods are things like
machinery, furniture, office equipment, industrial supplies, and other products that can be used
repeatedly. Nondurable goods are consumable items such as paper, cosmetics, groceries,
chemicals, medication, and oh let’s not forget one of my favorites … beer!Choosing Your Startup
ModelYou can approach the starting out phase in one of three ways: buy an existing business,
start your own company, or buy into a business opportunity.Buy an Existing BusinessYour
success in acquiring a going concern (aka an existing company) depends on the historical
success of the company you’re buying. Many good businesses are sold due to illness, divorce,
retirement (the kids don’t want to jump in and take over), injury, and a litany of other possible
reasons. An ethical business seller will faithfully pass along the knowledge required to succeed
along with the coveted customer list.Buying into an existing business is popular. Companies add
partners as a means to inject working capital without the expense of bank interest and to
assimilate the skills that the new partner brings to the table. People like new partners to have
skin in the game. You should purchase a business or an interest in a business that has a proven
track record of being profitable, reputable, and durable. When you join a team of executives, you
need to align well with their DNA. Study and get to know the team before approaching them.
Anyone looking to sell you something will be on their best behavior. Check out their operation in
a covert way (e.g., become a customer and evaluate the experience).It’s a mistake to believe
that founders sell their businesses because there is something wrong with the company. Often
companies are sold for personal reasons—people are going through a stage in their life where
they no longer have the desire to be an owner, or they have gotten burned out. Their lack of drive
and passion doesn’t necessarily mean the business lacks future potential. If, after doing some
research, you haven’t discovered a company that you are interested in buying, consider working
with a broker that specializes in prescreening and selling existing businesses.Start Your Own
BusinessStarting from scratch requires you to do the heavy lifting of the initial setup. You’ll need
some time to build a reputation, a strong appetite to adopt current trends, and accelerated
decision making. You’ll be invested and burning through cash until sales start rolling in. Sufficient
financing is required to inoculate you against failure. It may take years to build a steady stream of
loyal customers.When you start from zero, you’ll be making tons of mistakes along the way and
learning through trial and error. I will do my best to help you avert disaster with my personal
experiences, anecdotes, and tips that you’ll find in the rest of this book.When you start your own
business, you’ll be abandoning a steady paycheck, sacrificing your personal capital, throwing
caution to the wind, and relying more on other people for your financial well-being; however, the
emotional reward that you’ll receive for being your own boss is priceless.Buy Into an Existing
Business OpportunityBefore you buy into an existing business opportunity, you should have



already developed a clear sense of how the business operates. Before you purchase a
partnership investment, get to know the potential business partner(s) and take a good amount of
time for the honeymoon phase of the process. Identify your strengths and their strengths; also
identify your weaknesses and their weaknesses. What are you good at doing? Will your
strengths complement the business? Do you fill a gap that they need, or do they simply need
your money? Simply needing your money is not a good reason to buy into a partnership. It’s
important to communicate clearly and define roles explicitly. Jot down notes during meetings
with your prospective new business partners. Respect one another and take time to get to know
each other in depth.Be sure that you share the same values as your prospective new partner.
Choose partners who have complementary skills and make sure that they have a track record of
success. You cannot simply bail someone out of a bad situation—that never works. It’s important
to have clear roles and responsibilities defined in writing. When buying into a partnership, a
written contract is an absolute necessity. Drawing up legal documents can be expensive, but it
will also save you a tremendous amount of money in the long run by ensuring there are no
misunderstandings. It’s much more expensive to get a partnership divorce than it is to simply do
everything right in the first place. Be honest with each other and don’t pull any punches. A match
made in heaven is very hard to find, so be patient in your journey.Thinking about Needs and
OpportunitiesIf all you’ve got is staunch determination and an idle basement, then you can start
your company right at home. In our untethered world, working at home is not only for the self-
employed. If you’re gainfully employed today at home (i.e., your employer allows you to
telecommute), you could start your own wholesale gig and retain your current job. Home-based
management jobs fall into the zone of receiving payment for productivity, not being paid an
hourly rate. Heather Nezich at the American Society of Employers concludes from her research
that the average American worker is productive for less than three hours out of an eight-hour
workday. When I scooped ice cream at Frusen Glädjé in the Beverly Center in Beverly Hills in
1985 for $3.35 an hour, I was well within that level of productivity (or lack thereof). I was a
teenager, and I was having fun working at the mall. I didn’t have the work ethic that I possess
today. Now, I get a whole lot done in a day. Any manager working from home can conduct a
wholesale business and keep their day job. In this industry, you’re paid for skill, not by the hour.
Closing big deals can be accomplished in minutes.tip Check with the appropriate licensing
agency before starting a homebased business and adhere to the rules. Your neighbors might not
take kindly to a semi-truck filled with plush toys arriving in the neighborhood on a weekly basis
and are likely to report you. Be sure your licenses are in order.When it comes time to set up
shop, your needs will vary according to what you decide to trade.That said, starting small at
home may not be your ideal situation. If you want to go big or go home, then you will need to
think about what you need in a warehouse. Finding the ideal warehouse location requires you to
consider many factors, including: Proximity to your home (think about the daily
commute!) Storage needs (now and years from now as your business grows) Access to
shipping carrier services Work force availability Costs Building Type Matters as Much as



LocationHere’s a cautionary tale. Consider the sharp, ambitious neophyte in business who found
a wonderful old brick warehouse in a very cheap part of town, close to a freeway (where traffic is
fortunately always jammed on the opposite of the daily commute—how lucky!). This too-good-to-
be-true warehouse was offered at the perfect price with ample room for expansion. A little warm
in the summer but not intolerable. As circumstances would have it, our neophyte set sights on
apparel and landed a lucrative opportunity with several top designers. In addition to fashion
clothing, one of these iconic brands required our neophyte to carry fragrances with the condition
that the merchandise be maintained at a storage temperature never to exceed 75 degrees
Fahrenheit. This big contract required our neophyte to invest in equipment to monitor and
digitally log the ambient temperature. After all, the neophyte’s warehouse would house millions
of dollars’ worth of temperature-sensitive fragrances. There was just one catch—this nice old
brick building wasn’t equipped with climate control and lacked insulation. Already at home in
these affordable digs, our neophyte bit the bullet and installed central cooling at a substantial
cost. Owing to the lack of insulation and the high cost of retrofitting such a large space, the
summer utility bills rose to stratospheric levels. To add insult to injury, the city imposes a gross-
receipts tax on wholesalers, and all originally perceived advantages to this location became a
nullity. While location matters, so does the kind of building you choose. Would-be entrepreneurs
often start out making critical business decisions in a silo when what they should do is ask lots of
questions. Mentors and others in business—within the trading area—are invaluable sources of
wisdom. Engage in business scuttlebutt with these folks before committing to a particular
business location or opportunity.If you’re considering competing with your current boss in the
same industry, consider asking about a formal partnership. You may be turned down, but then
again, you may be surprised to learn that the door is open for a new and different relationship
with your employer. If the answer is “no,” at least you tried, and it will come as no surprise when
you hang up your shingle to start your own company. Do your best to leave on good terms. Don’t
scorch the earth behind you. If you maintain a class act, you might even receive support or
referrals from your former company. Another idea? Offer to buy out your current boss if you’ve
got the funds or financing to do so.I have always advised businesspeople to live and work in the
same community. Time is our most precious commodity. Making the most of travel time is at the
very core of why big-time CEOs have drivers and fly in private jets—this enables them to focus
on and accomplish work during their travels. If your commute to work is a lengthy one, then rent
out your current home and rent or buy a place near your new business. It would be genius if your
warehouse had legally permitted living quarters.A location must be evaluated from multiple
angles. Compare the low cost of leasing or purchasing a building off the beaten path against all
other factors. Let’s explore the biggest considerations about choosing a location a bit
further.Startup CostsYou can conceivably begin with very little investment. Broker or consign
goods working at home and use contract warehouses or ship from the factory to your customer.
As your business grows, roll profits into expansion efforts. In 2020, the average warehouse
business costs between $10,000 and $50,000 to set up. These figures rise dramatically for



bigger operations. The initial outlay may include: Security deposit and first (and possibly last)
month’s rent, if you’re leasing Business formation costs (for example, incorporation fees)
Licensing fees Exterior building signage Furniture and fixtures Office supplies Warehouse
equipment (shelving, forklift, etc.) Insurance Website setup Computers and software (or cloud
licenses) Marketing expenses Payroll funds sufficient for launch InventoryOnce you get past
the anxiety and self-doubt, you’ll journey through “analysis paralysis.” After a few sleepless
nights, you’ll gain resolve (or run to the comforting arms of your dearest loved one). Financial
concerns will turn even the most courageous person into a puddle of perspiration. You will have
to think over startup costs and long-term working capital as you develop your new business. Talk
with other wholesalers in unrelated product lines and seek mentorship. You should never seek
the advice of anyone who isn’t already in the position you’d like to be in or who has not achieved
the level of success in business you would consider admirable. Asking the gardener for their
opinion would offer the same benefit as asking your distant cousin, the dentist.Operating and
Scaling CostsI hypothesize that labor will be your second largest cost of doing business, with
the cost of goods being number one. While this is not a book on finance per se—and certainly
not a book on banking—I further speculate that at some point you’ll need to borrow money in
order to grow. The cost of carrying loans on inventory can be substantial because unlike fully
secured loans (e.g., mortgages), inventory loans are very risky and have high rates of interest.
Companies fold, owners abscond with the cash, mother nature intrudes, food expires, rodents
may invade the sacks of grain, etc. Your rent or mortgage might be small or significant,
depending on geography.Let’s brush some broad strokes and examine the numbers of the
publicly traded company ADDvantage Technologies Group, Inc. (NASDAQ ticker AEY) as an
example. ADDvantage Technologies Group, Inc. is a wholesale distributor of new and used
equipment and supplies for the cable TV and telecom industries. Their trade includes factory-
fresh as well as refurbished and surplus goods. They are relatively small with 141 employees.
You and I have the benefit of examining their books because, as with all public companies, they
are required to make them publicly available.I grabbed their 2017 annual report and performed a
few basic mathematical calculations. While their figures are in the millions and that is less
relevant to you, what is pertinent are the percentages. Rounded faithfully, AEY’s cost of sales
comes to 70 percent. The cost of sales, as I understood it, includes the cost of the products they
sell layered in with the freight, refurbishing costs, and all other expenses associated with
bringing the goods into inventory. The operating, selling, general, and administrative expenses
amount to 30 percent.While your numbers will be different, at least you can see how another
wholesale distributor operates. The cost of goods in this example is roughly 70 percent of the
sale. You must not forget that this purveyor sells new and used goods, and the margins for used
products are historically better than new ones. If you do not partake in secondhand
merchandise, you can expect margins to be lower. As a smaller company, you will suffer the
disability of lower buying power, which in itself is a form of expense. My simple advice to you and
everyone in business relates to costs. It is far easier to improve your profit margins by leveraging



better buying power than by hunting inefficiencies. Most small companies are highly efficient
because owners act like … well, owners. Larger companies employ a bevy of “friends of friends”
and family members who may or may not be the hardest workers. Find your success in watching
costs and hunting down better prices. The latter can be achieved by cooperative buying where
multiple companies engage in purchasing the same products. Companies can work together
and buy big quantities and achieve major discounts. How these firms cooperate even more
elegantly is by entering into co-op contracts where they divvy up sales territories so that they
aren’t stepping on each other’s toes. It is a hive mentality without a legal partnership. The
Japanese keiretsu is a model for a set of companies with interlocking business relationships and
alliances and the cooperation between companies with mutual interests was a force that helped
Japan grow economically for multiple decades after World War II. Many firms form de facto
keiretsu structures through the cross-pollination of corporate boards and the purchase of stock
in other companies. On any scale, cooperation with other strong wholesale firms can propel you
forward.Whatever your approach as you enter into a new business venture, you must be sure to
determine your startup costs and amortize these expenses as your operation begins. Setup
costs should never be forgotten. If you finance these expenses, you’ll feel their impact as you
pay down the loan. If you paid cash to open your doors, figure on repaying yourself in the same
way you might pay a bank loan and treat your loan to the company as a real loan with interest
(and write yourself a check every month to cover the principal and interest on the terms you
might have secured from a business bank). This way, you’ll factor in the recoupment of these
startup costs when pricing your goods.Proximity to Your HomeMike Cunningham was the man
who first leased me a Burbank, California, office in 1989 and later sold me the Burbank home I
live in today. He was as down-to-earth as they come—may he rest in peace. Mike was a former-
welder-turned-realtor who actually accrued most of his wealth developing real estate and
leasing or renting it, not selling it on commission. I bought my current home in fall 1991. I was 21,
and Mike made the transaction seem effortless. It wasn’t until years later I realized that he was
cutting a kid a break and he had finagled deals for me with the seller and the bank. When I
spoke with Mike about my goals in business, one thing he said stuck in my head and affected my
decisions for years to come. He said, “I never invest in any business or property farther than five
miles from my home. Managing these things requires you to have eyes and hands on them. You
can make millions of dollars right around the neighborhood where you live, so don’t stick your
neck out.”It was good advice. Evaluate your appetite for the daily commute. I prefer to work and
live in the same city. I would rather pay a little more to have my place of work close to my home.
In the ’80s and early ’90s, I dealt with a long daily drive to and from work, and it became
tiresome very quickly. Set a limit. Will your new business open within five miles of your
residence? Ten? If you live in a rural area, the options near you may be few and the cars sharing
the road to work even fewer—you may even enjoy the smooth ride. In the big city, get as close to
home as possible or suffer the wrath of bumper-to-bumper traffic. I’ll dive deeper into setting up
shop in Chapter 5.Storage Needs and Access to Shipping Carrier ServicesStorage and shipping



logistics are expansive topics. Wholesalers of diamonds will ship using fast, insured services
such as FedEx, UPS, or registered mail with USPS. Sellers of mass quantities of consumer
electronics will truck their goods or move them via intermodal transportation—the latter involving
multiple means of transportation such as rail, ship, and truck—using a shipping container. This
occurs without any handling of what’s inside the container when it moves between different
modes of transport. The shipping container can travel on a container ship, move to a train, then
end up on a truck and be off-loaded at your dock—retaining the padlock or seal placed on the
shipment by the original sender (unless customs officials open the container for inspection).Let’s
get back to the diamond wholesaler. This elite purveyor of exquisite gems might sleep soundly at
night knowing their precious inventory is snugly tucked into the safe in the office of a secure
building in the best part of town with a 24-hour armed guard controlling the entrance. Being
close to the shipping carrier won’t matter because the goods are tiny and light—and all the
carriers will pick up from the wholesaler. But dealers of large, case goods such as furniture will
benefit from being near a border (if the goods are produced in another country), and the
warehouse should be situated as close as possible to both the port of entry and a selection of
trucking and intermodal transportation carriers.The larger the goods, the more thought must go
into the logistics. Savings of even fractions of a percentage can advance your competitive
advantage. A central location or multiple locations distributed across the country will cut delivery
times. One of my longtime business associates is the CEO of an iconic perfume brand. Her
fragrances have graced the world’s most renowned magazine covers and her perfumes are
retailed in stores from Beverly Hills to Qatar. While I will not mention the name of her company
for reasons of confidentiality, I can mention that her firm works entirely with contract warehouses
and neither owns nor leases any storage space. The product is relatively small, and the rent she
pays to be in an à la carte warehouse program is low—a fee to cover only the pallets actually
being stored. She reviews the heat map (the locations of her biggest retailers and wholesale
distributors) and periodically adds or removes a contract warehouse based on customer
demographics. This strategy allows her to maintain a gorgeous corporate HQ location in a high-
rent district while cutting logistics costs and staying nimble. Arguably one of the most successful
business-to-consumer retailers, Sears, Roebuck & Co. selected centrally located Chicago for
their mail-order fulfillment center, and wholesale distributors delivered their wares by train.
Figure 1–2 is a clipping from one of Sears’ retail catalogs showing the sheer magnitude of their
mercantile plant.I’ll cover expert ways to optimize your operations in Chapter 8.The
Technological EdgeStartup wholesalers have an edge with technology. Nielsen and the
International Telecommunication Union report that at the end of 2018 nearly 60 percent of the
7.7 billion people in the world were among the internet-connected. This connectivity is the
medium through which you may cheaply find customers. Large, mature businesses depend on
legacy systems and are less nimble than you. Grab this technological advantage and discover
new markets everywhere. Independent retailers are selling online. Even thrift stores depend on
internet sales to even out the seasonality of foot traffic.FIGURE 1-2: Sears’ Chicago Mercantile



Plant Circa 1887Look at the example of Goodwill Industries, an iconic nonprofit that has been
providing job training, employment placement, and community support since 1902. This
wonderful cause generates billions of dollars in retail sales through hundreds of Goodwill thrift
stores in communities throughout 17 countries. Goodwill stores sell donated merchandise, both
new and used, retail and wholesale. Are you skeptical? Simply type the word “wholesale” into
the search box at . Unfortunately for pickers, Goodwill observed that donations sold through their
stores were ending up on other trading platforms, so they simply built their own retail and
wholesale auction site.Internet-savvy wholesalers market to customers by phone, through email,
on their website, and on social media platforms. The great news about this is that you, too, can
benefit from the internet to find unlimited opportunities for locating sources and customers.In the
interest of providing evergreen content, I shy away from mentioning specific sites and
elaborating with case studies because the technology that’s avant-garde today becomes derelict
tomorrow. I cannot prognosticate what will be relevant in the years to come. One thing is certain
—your wholesale business will be operated using the latest technology: selecting products with
connected devices and marketing deals through customer research, posting ads, and digital
marketing campaigns.Here is a short list of easy ways to weave tech into your wholesale
business: Use Salesforce customer relationship management (CRM) tools to track thousands
of prospects, record sales, and manage documents. Leverage free, open-source WordPress
software to build incredible, responsive websites. Rather than use expensive dedicated
computer servers (something I did in years past), use on-demand virtual servers. I use Debian
servers provided by Ebook Tops Elastic Compute Cloud (way more reliable than DIY server
options). Let the vendor worry about the latest hardware upgrades and software patches—stay
focused on your business.
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